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Abstract 

Verb-noun selectional restriction is a collocational  

linguistic constraint that exists between the verb 

and the noun in order to avoid ungrammatical 

constructions in language. The word Ngwa refers 

to the language, the people and the geo-political 

area known as Ngwa land. The Ngwa people are 

found in Abia state in the Federal Republic of 

Nigeria. They are found in seven Local 

Government, Areas of  the state, namely: Isiala 

Ngwa North, Isiala Ngwa South, Obingwa, 

Osisioma, Aba North, Aba South and Ugwunagbo. 

Some of the objectives of this paper are: to examine 

the features that condition the collocation of verbs 

and their object complement in Ngwa, to 

demonstrate that pragmatics plays an important 

role in the interpretation of  unusual constructions.  

The theoretical framework that is adopted in this 

paper is the theory of Componential Analysis. The 

reason for the adoption of Componential Analysis, 

is that it will help in the decomposition of the 

features  of the  noun in the object position.  The 

collection of data for this paper was done through 

the recording of  the speech of four  native speakers, 

aged 40 -60 years. Use was equally made of  library 
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texts that were cited in the paper. Some of the 

findings of this paper are: that a negligence of 

selectional compatibility results in ungrammatical 

constructions and that a knowledge of the verb-

noun selectional constraints in Ngwa, is part of the 

linguistic competenceof  the users of the Ngwa 

dialect. This paper, recommends the study of verb-

noun  selectional restriction in Ngwa and other 

languages in order to determine the common 

linguistic factors conditioning its operation in many 

languages. 

 

 

Introduction  

Selectional restriction is an indispensable aspect of all human language. 

Restrictions abound between determiners and nouns, verbs and nouns, verbs 

and adverbs, all in a bid to produce acceptable linguistic structure. Selectional 

restriction is a syntactic feature of human languages, because lexical items seek 

for not just syntactic or structural acceptability, but for the semantic relevance 

of where they occur in a sentence for the purpose of specification in order to 

avoid ambiguity or ungrammaticality. In the Ngwa-Igbo dialect, collocational 

restrictions abound in the syntactic, semantic and pragmatic structures of the 

dialect. Thus, requiring that an ideal speaker of this dialect has to be conversant 

with the world view in which his dialect exists, and the various contextual use 

of this dialect to enable him discern between literal and figurative constructions. 

Selectional ability varies among verbs. Some verbs select numerous lexical 

items as object, while others just a few. This means that some verbs have a 

simple cluster of nouns in their object position, while others have many options 

of nouns to select as object which also lead to changes in meanings, but with 

the central meaning of the verb retained. 

Really, some works have been done on selectional restrictions in the Igbo 

language and its dialects but none has been done in the Ngwa dialect, hence a 

study of it in the Ngwa dialect would be interesting, informing and enriching to 
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the already done works, either highlighting what obtains in other dialects of 

Igbo or illustrating its idiosyncrasies in the Ngwa syntactic structures of NP1 + 

V+ NP2.  

 

Ngwa and Its Speakers  

The word Ngwa refers to the language, the people and the geo-political area 

known as Ngwa land. Ngwa people are found in Abia state in the Federal 

Republic of Nigeria. They are found in seven Local Government, Areas of the 

state, namely: Isiala Ngwa North, Isiala Ngwa South, Obingwa, Osisioma, Aba 

North, Aba South and Ugwunagbo. According to Nwankwo (2009, p. 18), “the 

Ngwa land measures about 512.8 square miles, and it has one of the most 

beautiful and fertile table lands of the Igbo nation in Nigeria. Research has 

shown that the Ngwa land is bounded in the west by the Imo River which 

separates the Ngwa people from Asa Nteke in the southwest and their Mbaise 

Kith and Kin in the west. Northward are the neighbouring Ohuhu, Umuahia and 

Bende clans of the old Bende. The Ndokis, Anaangs and Ibibios respectively 

make up the southern and eastern neighbours of the Ngwa people.  

The exact date of settlement of Ngwa people in their present location is not 

known, but oral tradition has it that the Ngwa people were a group of Igbos who 

left Umuneoha, a place in Owerri in search of cultivable arable land with a better 

trading and exchange opportunities. (cf. Nwankwo  (2009, p. 18-19), Ezeibe 

(2009, p. 9)). For the brevity of this paper, one  is  going to stop here on the 

comments on the Ngwa people.  The aim of this paper, is to examine and specify 

the semantic features and pragmatic factors of the Ngwa-Igbo that are 

responsible for the selectional constraints between the verb and its nominal 

complement in Ngwa. The work in this paper shall be limited to the examination 

of five verb-clusters in the dialect in order to determine the semantic features 

that place a check on the co- occurrence of verbs and nouns in the dialect.  The 

semantic acceptability of some unusual constructions that break normal 

collocational rules in the dialect will also be considered thus, bringing out the 

relevance of pragmatics to linguistic analysis into focus.  

 

Theoretical framework 

Componential analysis is the framework adopted in this paper for the 

decomposition of the semantic content of the affixes inflected for tense and 
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aspect in Ibibio. Componential analysis (CA), has been observed by Hyde  

(1990, p. 6), that “it is a useful technique for exploring the interrelationship of 

meaning which exist among lexical sets”. This implies that CA is a model used 

to specify the contrastive features among related words. Ndimele (2007, p. 26), 

refers to componential analysis “as a process whereby the meaning of a word is 

expressed in terms of the combination of all its sense components”.  From the 

above assertion by Ndimele, it can be seen that the sense components a 

linguistic unit can be its physical features or abstract features which are inputs 

to the semantic content of a morpheme (bound or free morpheme). Ndimele 

goes on to say that in CA, sense components or semantic features are considered 

in binary opposition using the mathematical sign of plus (+), or minus (-). 

Further, Ndimele also notes that in CA upper case letters are used to represent 

the features because they are considered as concepts rather than mere words. 

The features in CA are written after the plus (+) or minus (-) sign in an enclosed 

square brackets. Ejele (2003, p. 41) notes that CA is “an approach to the 

description of the meaning of words that is based on the theses that the sense of 

every lexeme can be analysed in terms of a set of more general sense 

components or semantic features”. Thus, from Ejele one can say that CA 

employs the use of features that are characteristic of the linguistic units to be 

described. Omego (2011, p. 78), observes too that “Componential analysis is an 

approach to the study of meaning evolved from the views that lexical items are 

composed of semantic features”. Hence, this means that CA aims at projecting 

the semantic features of an item in order to demonstrate areas of shared and 

non-shared features with other units in the same class. Ifeagwazi (2016, p. 155), 

notes that “ Componential analysis, also called Feature analysis or Contrast 

analysis is the analysis of words through structured sets of semantic features 

which are given as “present”, “absent” or “indifferent” with reference to a 

feature”. Thus, one can simply say that CA is feature specifying approach in the 

study of the meaning of linguistic units. Componential analysis can be done 

using: terminologies, binary features, redundancy rule where predictable 

features are excluded, and Natural semantic metalanguage which helps to 

describe the basic components of human conceptual structure. In this paper, one 

will use the redundancy features to characterise the morphemes used in marking 

tense and aspect in Ibibio. In redundancy rules, square brackets are used to 
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indicate the linguistic markers or distinguishers used. In spite of the fact that 

there are different presentation formats in CA, all the formats aim at the 

decomposition of linguistic units into smaller components of meaning.  In the 

subsections below, selectional restriction in the choice of the prefixes inflected 

for tense and aspect in Ibibio will be presented. 

 

Methodology 

Our primary sources of data are from four selected Ngwa-Igbo native speakers 

of the age 50-70 years, who were personally interviewed and listened to as they 

spoke. For the secondary source, use was made of the library texts. As a native 

speaker of the dialect, I also made use of my intuition to discern between 

acceptable and deviant structures outside the normal use of the dialect. 

 

Conceptual Review 

In this part of the paper, one is going to do a review some terms that would be 

relevant to the work here such as: collocation, the noun, verb and selectional 

restriction. 

 

Collocation  

Crystal (1980, p. 62) defines collocation as “a term used in lexicology to refer 

to the habitual co-occurrence of individual lexical items”. This implies, that it 

is a word commonly used in the study of the relationship between one word and 

another in a string of utterance, indicating the grammaticality of such co-

occurrence. Palmers (1981, p. 76), refers to collocation as the “keeping 

company of lexical terms”. Thus, collocation has to do with the compatible 

companies that words keep in syntactic associations. One can then conclude by 

defining collocation as the regular way in which words are used in a particular 

language to avoid the production of ungrammatical expressions. Hence, certain 

lexical items co-occur to the exclusion of others in a language. Matthews (2007, 

p. 63) defines collocation as “a relation within a syntactic unit between 

individual lexical elements, used especially where words specifically or 

habitually go together. For example: blonde collocates with hair. From 

Matthews’s assertion, one can see that it is a syntactic association of 

constituents that co-occur with each other. In other words, the presence of one 
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constituent primes the use of the other. This, points to the fact that a mastery of 

this phenomenon is obligatory in the grammar of a competent native speaker of 

a language.  

 

The Noun  

Emenanjo (1978, p. 32), asserts that: ‘the noun is any word which can function 

as the head of the NP, where it is not a bound cognate of a verb or inherent verb 

complement’. Here, the noun is being referred to as the obligatory head of a 

noun phrase. He went on to add that nouns in Igbo generally begin with a 

syllabic nasal or vowel. However, loan words like motor, monosyllabic nouns 

like yam and  some words which he called ideophones like: gwom, vum begin 

with consonants. Lyons (1989, p. 3- 17), defines nouns as “that class of lexical 

items whose members denote persons, places and things”. This implies that 

nouns are words that refer to things and locations. Ndimele (2008, p. 96), 

defines a noun as anything that serves as the subject of a sentence or the object 

of a verb. Ndimele went on to add that: “the subject of a sentence is that part of 

a sentence about which something is being said, while the object is that part on 

which the action of the verb is felt”. Thus, the noun in a construction can serve 

the thematic role of agent or experiencer. Emenanjo (2010, p. 91) divides nouns 

into; concrete (yam, table, bottle, man), proper (Uyo, Lagos, Aba, John, Akpan), 

common (book, pencil, table, house) and abstract nouns (beauty, love, faith) and 

so on. This means that a noun can be used to refer to names of persons, places 

or to refer to abstract concepts.  

 

The Verb  

According to Lyons (1968, p.109), traditionally, “a verb is a word which 

denotes an action”.  Hence, verbs are used to designate the execution of an 

intention. (the doing of a thing).  Emenanjo (1978, p. 63), asserts that the verb 

is not only the most complex part of any language, but also central to the syntax-

semantics of Igbo. Again, Lyons (1981, p. 3 - 19), defines a verb as, “the part 

of speech without case-inflexions, admitting inflexions of tense, person and 

number, and signifying an activity; examples (come, buy, sleep, write, play and 

so on. Ndimele (2008, p. 99), puts it that “a verb is a class of word that expresses 

action or states (of affairs)”. This means that verbs informs one of events that 
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have taken place, is taking place or will take place, or the  present condition of 

things. He went on to add that verbs are also divided into transitive and 

intransitive. A transitive verb is that which requires at least one object while an 

intransitive verb is that which does not require an object. Verbs which require 

one object are known as monotransitive verbs while those which require two 

objects at a time are referred to as ditransitive verbs. Examples of transitive 

verbs are buy, eat, write, clean and so on. Examples of intransitive verbs are, 

sleep, cry, laugh, fall and so on.The centrality of the verb in any language cannot 

be overlooked. The verb is the most important and most productive lexical 

category in many languages of the world. To show the importance of the verb 

to the study of Igbo language, Emenanjo (1978), Nwachukwu (1983), and 

Okonkwo (1984), all agree that studying the Igbo verbal system is synonymous 

with studying the language itself. This shows how the study of the verb  in the 

language is very crucial to understanding the  Igbo language.    

 

Selectional Restriction  

Matthews (2007, p. 3 59) defines selectional restriction as “restriction on the 

choice of individual lexical units in construction with other lexical units. For 

instance, breathe will specifically ‘select’ an animate subject, not an abstract or 

inanimate subject. Such restrictions were seen as subject to rules called 

selectional rules in generative grammars”. This means that selectional 

restriction is a constrain or check placed on the co-occurrence of words in a 

syntactic construction. Ndimele (2007, p. 99-100), defines selectional 

restriction as “a phenomenon which specifies the constraints on the possible 

combinations of lexical items within a given grammatical context. The 

constraints are stated with reference to relevant inherent semantic features of a 

lexical item in an adjacent structural unit. Such semantic properties are in terms 

of qualities of ‘animacy’, ‘humanness’, concreteness’, and so on. Thus, 

selectional restriction is a constrained that is conditioned on the features of the 

lexical items that are involved in the association.   

 

Pragmatics  

Pragmatics is a branch of semiotics which is the study of science of signs.  

Semiotics divided into: syntax, semantics and pragmatics. Lyons (1981, p. 171) 
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defines pragmatics as, “the study of actual utterance, the study of the use rather 

than the meaning which is not truth conditional; the study of performance rather 

than competence”. This means that pragmatics is concerned with study of 

meaning outside the literal meaning of words. Levinson (1983, p. 1-2) defines 

pragmatics as “a study concerned with language and the study which attempts 

to explain linguistics structures from non-linguistic pressures”. This means that 

pragmatics is concerned with the study of meaning from the study of the context 

of speech and the persons involved in a speech conversation. Ndimele (2007, p. 

128) asserts that “pragmatics describes language from the point of view of the 

users especially as regards the choices they make, the constraints they encounter 

in using their language for social interaction and the effects their use of language 

has on other participants in a speech event”.  Implicit in this  definition by 

Ndimele is  the emphasis on language use and the overriding influence of 

context on sentence or utterance interpretation, all based on the speaker and the 

hearers understanding of the context of language use.  

In pragmatics, the  context of language use is an indispensable factor. In short, 

the context is a prompter to any abnormal use of language, and equally the tool 

for the of the meaning of such utterances outside the regular (literal) use of 

language in a linguistic community. Context in pragmatics can be social, 

religious, cultural assumptions, attitudes, the mental state (mood) of the speech 

participants and their intentions.  In language study, semantics is in the domain 

of grammar, while pragmatics is in the domain of context use. Also, while 

semantics is concerned with well-formedness, pragmatics is concerned with 

acceptability in relation to context. Thus, pragmatics is concerned with 

language use in concrete situations.  

The definition of pragmatics always implies a distinction between abstract 

language use (language out of context), and language use (language in context).  

Chomsky (1965, p. 4) made this distinction between a native speaker’s 

knowledge of his language (competence) and his performance (actual use of his 

language). This distinction can be equated to that between semantics and 

pragmatics. Since any speech is influenced by both linguistic and non-linguistic 

properties, it follows therefore that semantics alone cannot account for the 

complete interpretation of meaning, hence the use of pragmatic situations.  
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Inherent Verb Complement and Transitivity in Igbo  

An issue also relevant to this paper is the clarification of the difference between 

an inherent verb complement and the true object of a verb in a sentence in  the 

Igbo language of which Ngwa is a dialect.  

The inherent nature of the Igbo verb has drawn the attention of linguists to 

ascertain what transitivity and inherent complement is. In the study of Igbo 

language, linguists like, Green and Igwe (1970), Emenanjo (1978), Uwalaka 

(1981), Nwachukwu (1983) and Anyanwu (2003) have all made interesting 

comments on  the analysis of the Igbo verb. Inherent  verb complement as 

observed by Nwachukwu (1976), Emenanjo (1978), and Okonkwo are verbs 

which in their citation forms always include  is a nominal element which is 

obligatorily associated  with the verb. Oweleke (1995, p. 15) cites Nwachukwu 

(1983) that inherent verb complements begin with an infinitive form which is 

semantically incomplete until the appropriate complement is supplied. This 

means that inherent verb complements are inseparable from the verb they are 

used with. The underlying structure of the Igbo verb can thus, be simply 

diagrammed as;  

V  CP  BCN  

Where,  

V =  Verb  

CP  =  Complement   

BCN  =  Bound Cognate Noun.  

In the underlying -structure, the regular Igbo verb co-exists with both the CP 

and the BCN. In the surface structure, every Igbo verb is used with either one 

or both of these, thus;  

1. V  CP  BCN  - ri nri eri.  ‘actually ate food’  

2. V  CP    - ri nne             ‘be much’  

3. V    BCN - wu - ewu  ‘be famous’  

The inherent complement has the semantic role of bringing out the full meaning 

of the verb. For example: 

4. i-bu  ábu    ‘to sing a song’  

5. i-che échiche   ‘to think a thought’  

6. i-gba  mgbá  ‘to wrestle wrestling’  
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7. i-kpa  agwà   ‘to behave behaviour’  

From the above gloss, following Emenanjo (1978:130-131), singing implies a 

song, thinking a thought, wrestle a wrestling, and character a behaviour. 

Emenanjo also referred to inherent complements as “general nominals ‘which 

can be more narrowly for named “nominals”.  This means that inherent 

complements  are also nominal complements. For example:  

8. -je ébe   ‘go to a place’  

9. -ri  nri    ‘at food’  

10. -zu ihe  ‘buy something’  

11. jé  áhia  ‘go to market’  

12. ri éde   ‘eat cocoyam’  

13. zuákwa  ‘buy cloth’  

 The close-knit relationship between the verb and its CP is known as the verbal 

complex. The BCN is a verbal derivative by prefixing a-/e- to the verb stem. It 

is morphologically close to the verb than the inherent verb complement (ICV). 

But semantically, the ICV is closer to the verb and has a distinct existence, but 

the BCN has no life outside the verb or the sentence in which it is used. One 

thing that must be mentioned here, is that both active verbs and stative verbs 

have a BCN in the Ngwa dialect and this is an exception to the assertion of 

Emenanjo (1978, p. 132) which argues  that only active verbs have BCN. 

Examples; 

 

Active verbs  

14. Adha riri nri eri. ‘Adha actually ate the food’  V CP  BCN  

15. Ezegburu ihe ahu egbu. ‘Eze actually killed the thing’ V  CP     D           BCN  

 

Stative verbs  

16. Nkechi mmara mma  ama.  ‘Nkechi is truly beautiful V  CP  BCN  

17. Ofe ntoro uto ato. ‘This soup is really/actually tasteful/sweet’ V  CP  BCN  

 

To sum up this section, Anyanwu (2003, p. 797) asserts that “inherent 

complements are not the same as direct objects of transitive verbs. There is only 

a semantic bond between inherent complement verbs and their inherent 

complements”.  Thus, inherent verb complements are merely used for the 
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semantic completeness of the verb. Anyanwu argued further that the 

pronominalization test distinguishes between the object of transitive verbs and 

inherent complements. While the object complements of transitive verbs can be 

pronominalized, inherent complements of intransitive verbs cannot. Anyanwu 

(2003, p. 800) gives these examples to drive home his point:  

18a.   Eze n-turu mai. ‘Eze poured libation’ Eze  Pr. libate-FACT  ic  

b.  Eze n-turu yá.     ‘Eze libated it’ Eze   Pr. libate-FACT  it  

19a. Eze n-turu boolu.  ‘Eze threw a ball’ Eze  Pr.-throw-FACT ball  

b.  Ezé n-turu  yá      ‘Eze threw it’ Eze   Pr. -throw-FACT  

 

Having established the difference between inherent complements of a verb in 

Igbo, and the direct object of a transitive  verb one  hall stop here to consider 

other things in the paper. 

 

Semantic Analysis of Two Ngwa-Igbo verbs  

Dowa ‘Keep Cluster’  

This cluster of verb comes in the complex form of two roots or a root followed 

by an extensional suffix. The central non-specifying verb is dowa, ‘keep’. 

Others are specifying non-central forms, also meaning to keep but with the aim 

to convey the mode of keeping. Below are the variants of the verb dowa ‘keep’ 

in Ngwa: 

20a. dowá   ‘keep by placing  a heavy object erect’  

b. nyuwá    ‘keep by lying an object that is big or small’  

c. gbábiwá    ‘keep by bending object’  

d. huwá    ‘keep by placing object upside down’  

e. kpàfi  ‘keep by placing object in between other tightly 

held objects’  

f. kpori    ‘keep by placing a long object upside down’  

g. gbásáá   ‘keep by spreading object’  

h. gboto   ‘keep by carelessly dropping object’  

i. z)utuo   ‘keep by hiding  an object’  

j. posa ‘keep by carelessly dropping a collection of tiny 

objections in the hand (like: salt, flour, garri and so 

on.)’ . 

k. chisá  ‘keep by carelessly dropping pieces of tiny objects’  

l.wusa ‘keep an object by pouring it out from its container’ 

m. lusa ‘keep an object by carelessly throwing it down’  
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Below is the feature specification for the noun for each of the verb forms. 

21a.          dowa        +N 

 

 

 

 

 

b. dowa    +N 

 

 

 

 

 

c. nyuwa           +N 

  

 

 

 

 

d. gbabiwa       +N 

 

 

 

 

 

 

e. huwa            +N 

 

 

 

 

 

  

± KEEPABLE 
± HEAVY  
±CONCRETE 
± CARE 
± HUMAN 

+ KEEPABLE 
+ HEAVY  
+CONCRETE 
 - HUMAN 
+ ERECT 
+ CARE 

+ KEEPABLE 
± HEAVY  
± HUMAN  
+ LYING 
+ CONCRETE 
± CARE 

+ KEEPABLE 
± HEAVY  
 - HUMAN  
+ BEND 
+ CONCRETE 
+ CARE 

+ KEEPABLE 
 - HEAVY 
+ EMPTY  
+ OPEN 
+ ROUND 
+ UPSIDE DOWN 
+ CONCRETE  
+ CARE 
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+ KEEPABLE 
 - COMPACT 
± BIG  
+ FORCE 
± HUMAN 
+ CONCRETE 
+ CARE 

+ KEEPABLE 
+ LONG 
± UPSIDE DOWN  
 - HUMAN 
+ CONCRETE 
+ CARE 

+ KEEPABLE 
+ WIDE  
+ SPREAD  
+ CONCRETE  
+ CARE 

+ KEEPABLE 
± BIG 
+ HUMAN 
+ CONCRETE 
 - CARE 

+ KEEPABLE 
± BIG 
± HUMAN 
+ HIDE 
+ CONCRETE  
+ CARE 

f.            -kpafi         +N 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

g.              -kpori      +N 

 

 

 

 

 

h. gbasaa      +N 

 

 

 

 

 

 

i. gboto       +N 

 

 

 

 

j. zutuo        +N  
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+ KEEPABLE 
+ PALMS 
+ TINY FORMS 
-  HUMAN 
-  HEAVY 
+ CONCRETE  
 - CARE 

+ KEEPABLE 
+ PIECES 
+ HAND 
-  HEAVY 
-HUMAN 
+ CONCRETE  
 CARE 

 

k. posa                       +N 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

l.  chisa          +N 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

m. - Wusa      +N 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

n. - lusa      +N 

 

 

 

 

 Examples:  

22a. Kelechi ndowara akpa l’ elu    oche.  

 Kelechi pre-keep-FACT bag on top chaira 

+ 
KEEPABLE 
+ POUR 
± LIQUID 
 -  
HUMAN 
+ HEAVY 
+ CARE 

+ KEEPABLE 
+ THROW 
± HEAVY 
-  CONCRETE 
-  CARE 
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 ‘Kelechi kept the bag on the chair’. 

b *Kelechi ndowara itiri l’elu oche. 

 kelechi pre-keep-FACT darkness on top chair 

 ‘kelechi kept darkness on the chair’.  

23a. Adha ndowara aba l’ ala. 

 Adha pre-keep-FACT bottle on ground 

 ‘Adha kept the bottle erect on the ground’. 

b. *Adha ndowara uka l’ala.  

Adha Pr-keep (erect)-FACT talk on ground  

‘Adha kept erect talk on the ground’.  

24a.  Uche nnyuwara nwa ya l’elu agada.  

Uche pr-keep(lay)-FACT child his on top bed  

‘Uche kept/lay the child on the bed’.  

*b)  Uche nnyuwara ochi l’elu agada.  

Uche pr-keep(lay)-FACT laughter on top bed  

‘Uche kept (lay) laughter on the bed’.  

25a.  Eze mgbabiwara osisi ya la mbo ulo. 

Eze pre-kept (bend)-FACT stick his at wall house  

‘Eze kept the stick (by resting it) against the wall’.  

b.  *Eze mgbabiwara nwa ya la mbo ulo. 

Eze pr-kept (bend)-FACT child his at wall house  

‘Eze kept (by resting) his child against the wall’.  

26a.  O huwara ite l’ala.  

She keep (upside down)-FACT pot on ground  

‘She kept the pot upside down on the floor/ground’.  

b. *O huwara njo l’ala.  

She kept (upside down) ugliness on ground.  

‘She kept ugliness upside down on the floor/ground’.  

27a  Obi mkpafira mma l’avo. 

Obi pr-kept (compacted)-FACT knife in between basket  

‘Obi kept the knife (by forcing it in between objects / a little space) in the 

basket’.  

b.   *Obi mkpafira miri l’avo  
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Obi pr-kept (compacted)-FACT water in between basket  

‘Obi kept the water (by forcing it in between objects/a little space) in the 

basket’.  

28a. Adha mkporira aba na isi.  

Adha pr-keep (upside down)-FACT bottle this head  

‘Adha kept this bottle upside down’.  

b.  *Adha mkporira okwu na isi.  

Adha pr-keep (upside down)-FACT talk this head  

‘Adha kept this talk/discussion upside down’. 

29a.   Nkechi mgbasara mkpuru ya l’agada.  

Nkechi pr-keep (spread)-FACT wrapper hers on bed  

‘Nkechi kept her wrapper (by spreading it out) on the bed’.  

b.  *Nkechi mgbasara ofe ya l’agada. 

Nkechi pr-keep (spread)-FACT soup hers on bed  

‘Nkechi kept her soup (by spreading it out) on the bed’.  

30a.  Obi mgbotoro mma ya l’ime ulo.  

Obi pr-keep (drop)-FACT knife his inside house  

‘Obi kept his knife (by carelessly dropping it) in the house’.  

b.  Obi mgbotoro uka ya l’ime ulo. 

Obi pr-keep (drop)-FACT talk/quarrel his inside house  

‘Obi kept his trouble/quarrel (by carelessly dropping it) in the house’.  

31a.  O z)uturu akwukwo ya. 

He keep (hide)-FACT book his  

‘He kept his book (by hiding it)’.  

*b)  O z)uturu akwa ya.  

He keep (hide)-FACT cry his  

‘He kept his cry (by hiding it)’.  

32a.  Nkechi  mposara gari l’ute.  

Nkechi pr-keep (bour by hand)-FACT garri on mat  

‘Nkechi kept the garri on the mat (by pouring it from her hand).  

b.  *Nkechi mposara manu l’ute.  

Nkechi pr-keep (pour by hand)-FACT oil on mat  

‘Nkechi kept the oil on the mat (by carelessly pouring it from her hand)’.  
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33a.  Eze nchisara nku l’ezi.  

Eze pr-keep (drop)-FACT wood on outside  

‘Eze kept the wood (by carelessly dropping it) outside’.  

b.  *Eze nchisara  ukwara l’ezi. 

Eze pr-keep (drop)-FACT cough on outside  

‘Eze kept the cough outside (by carelessly dropping it’.  

34a.  Uche ndosara okpu ya la tebulu. 

Uche pr-keep -FACT cap his on table  

‘Uche kept his cap on the table’.  

*b)  Uche ndosara agwa ya la tebulu. 

Uche pr-keep (carelessly)-FACT character his on table  

‘Uche kept his character (carelessly) on the table’.  

35a.   Ndidi ñtukwâsara otugwa ya l’elu akpa.  

Ndidi pr-keep (throw on top)-FACT key hers on bag  

 ‘Ndidi kept her key (by carelessly throwing it) on the bags’.  

b.         *Ndidi ntukwasara  oyi ya l’elu akpa.  

Ndidi pr-keep (throw on top)-FACT cold hers on bag  

‘Ndidi kept her cold (by carelessly throwing it) on the bag’.  

 

1.5.2  Call/Invite Cluster  

In this cluster, there are only three variants -kpo  ‘call without tension’ and -

fu  ‘call with tension’ and –ku, ‘call a large crowd or to invoke someone’. In the 

three variants kpo , ‘call without tension’, has a wider range of use and it is the 

central non-specifying form of this cluster. The semantic specifications of the 

nouns immediately following each of the verb forms are given below.  

36. 

-kpo      +N 

 

 

 

 

37. 

+ CALLABLE  
+ ANIMATE  
± HUMAN  
± CROWD  
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-ku     +N 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

38. 

-fu                                                               +N 

 

                                                      +CALLABLE 

                                                    +HUMAN 

                                                    +INTENSIVE CALLING 

                                                    +ANIMATE 

 

 

Examples: 

39a. Uche mkporo  ndi madu l’ulo ya. 

Uche pr-call-FACT people person in house his 

‘Uche called/invited people to his house’.  

b. Uchè mkporo nwa ya oku. 

Uche pr-call-FACT child his call (ICV)  

‘Uche called/invited his child’.  

c.        * Uche mkporo onwu oku.  

Uche pr-call-FACT death call (ICV)  

‘Uche called/invited death’.  

40a.  Ebere nkuru onye nkwu  

Ebere pr-call-FACT person palm fruit  

‘Ebere invited/hired a palm fruit cutter’.  

b. Eberè nkuru onye/ndi nkwa. 

           Ebere pr-call-FACT person/persons dance  

+ CALLABLE  
± ANIMATE  
+ HUMAN  
± CROWD 
+ MYSTICISM 
+ INTENSIVE 
CALLING 
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‘Ebere invited/hired a musician/musicians’.  

c.  Ebere nkuru mmuo. 

Ebere pr-call-FACT spirit(s)  

‘Ebere inquired of the spirit’.  

d.  Ebèrè nkuru ndi ichie.  

Ebere pr-call-FACT people old/ancient  

Ebere called up the spirits of the death  

e. *Ebere nkuru anwu. 

Ebere pr-call-FACT sun  

‘Ebere called/invited the sun’.  

41a. Eze nfuru nwa ya oku. 

Eze pr-call-FACTchild his call (ICV)  

Eze called his son with aloud voice  

b.      * Eze nfuru  udo oku. 

Eze pr-call-FACT peace call (ICV)  

‘Eze called on peace with aloud voice’.  

In the two clusters of verb that have been examined above in the Ngwa dialect, 

for each variant of the verb, a grammatically accepted form and a semantically 

anomalous one is given. In the section that follows, one  shall examine,  the 

context of use of the semantically anomalous forms in order to see if there are 

situations where they can be accommodated and interpreted outside the literal 

grammar of the dialect.  

 

Pragmatic Analysis of some Semantically Anomalous structures in Ngwa-

Igbo  

In the previous section of this paper, examples of some semantically anomalous 

structures in the dialect were given. Here, one is going to examine some of these 

sentences to see if there is any condition under which they can be 

accepted/explained outside the normal/regular rules of the dialect using the 

facilities of pragmatics as our guide and tool. In each of the clusters, one shall 

give one semantically anomalous structure and one semantically accepted one 

to enable one give a better explanation to the analysis here.  

42a.   Emeka ndowara iro l’akpa ya.  
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Emeka pr-keep-FACT malice in bag his  

‘Emeka kept animosity/hatred in his bag’. 

b.  Emeka ndowara ego l’akpa ya.  

Emeka pr-keep-FACT money in bag his  

‘Emeka kept money in his bag’.  

Our feature specification for the verb dowa, ‘keep’,  is that it must 

obligatorily take a concrete NP as its complement. For the verb, ‘keep’ in (42a) 

above, taking an abstract noun, iró, ‘animosity’ calls for explanation outside the 

domain of the grammar of the Ngwa dialect.  The context of speech will be 

referred to and question may arise as to why a speaker would use such an 

expression, iró, ‘animosity’ with the verb dowa, ‘keep’,. The possible context 

under which this expression would be made may be circumstances that revealed 

that Emeka is malicious and spiteful in his dealings with people which have 

categorized him thus.  

(42b) is grammatical and naturally accepted in the dialect because the NP 

ego , ‘money’, which immediately follows the verb, conforms to all the 

features of the noun expected to follow the verb dowa, ‘keep’.  

43a.  Eze nwusiatara mmuo ya. 

Eze pr-pour (reduce) Neg-FACT spirit his  

‘Eze poured out some of his spirit’. / ‘Eze became calm’. 

b  Eze nwusiatara ofe.  

Eze pr-pour (reduce) Neg-FACT soup  

‘Eze poured out some of the soup’.  

In the reduce cluster, one of the features is that it must have a concrete reducible 

object. The adjacent NP mmuo, ‘Spirit’ after the verb, wusiata, 

‘reduce by pouring’ in (43a), is wrongly selected in the dialect. This is because 

in the normal sense, a spirit cannot be seen to be reduced by pouring some of it 

out. The structure can only be explained in the domain of pragmatics  by the 

fact that the context of usage by the speak must be in the figurative use of 

language which must be situational and in reference to the context of Eze having 

calmed his anger/annoyance over some aggrieved matter or issues around him. 

(43b), is naturally accepted in the dialect because the NP ofe ‘soup’, after the 

verb, meets the specifications for its selection in the dialect. 
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44a.  Uche  mpa mma.  

Uche pr-carry beauty  

Uche is carrying beauty by hand.  

b. Uche mpa éféré.  

Uche pr-carry plate  

‘Uche is carrying plate’.  

(44a), is semantically anomalous, and non-literal in Ngwa. The features of the 

NP mma ‘knife’, after the verb pa, ‘carry ’ are ill selected and inappropriate 

for the verb because an abstract noun like beauty cannot  be carried with two 

hands. With context of use, one can explain (44a), as implying that Uche is very 

beautiful. (44b), has a straight forward structure because the NP éféré ‘plate’, 

after the verb has all the feature specifications that qualifies it for that position, 

hence it does not require reference to  the context of use for its interpretation.  

45a. Amaká nshiri obi ya. 

Amaka pr-cook-FACT heart her  

‘Amaka cooked her heart’.  

b. Amaka nshiri ji ya.  

Amaka pr-cook-FACT yam her  

‘Amaka cooked her yam’.  

(45a), above is defected in its choice of NP because in Ngwa, the verb shi, 

‘cook’ must take a cookable following NP. Thus, obi, ‘heart’ is ill-selected, 

hence the anomalous reading of it. But out of grammar and in reference to 

context, (45a),  can be read as meaning that, “Amaka has strongly made up her 

mind” about a matter known to both the speaker and hearer in a known speech 

context understood by the speech participants. (45b), is semantically and 

grammatically accepted and has no need of reference to the context of use 

because the NP ji, ‘yam’ is a concrete and cookable NP qualified for its position 

in the sentence.  

46a.  Eze mkporo onwu oku.  

Eze pr-call-FACT death call (ICV)  

‘Eze called death’.  

b. Eze mkporo nwá ya oku.  

Eze pr-call-FACT child his call (ICV)  
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‘Eze called his child’.  

(46a), is weird and grammatically unacceptable in Ngwa,  because it is 

abnormal in the dialect for someone to invite or call death. This is because the 

verb, kpo, ‘call’ takes a callable NP in its object position in Ngwa. So the verb-

noun selectional rules have been violated. But the sentence can be figuratively 

read in relation to the context of use to mean that, ‘Eze invited trouble that led 

to his calamity or even his death’.  

(46b), is however semantically and grammatically acceptable because the NP 

following the verb kpo, ‘call’ is a callable concrete human object nwá ‘child’. 

The sentence is understood within the grammar  of the Ngwa dialect because 

the verb-noun selectional rules are obeyed and the structure is appropriate 

Ngwa.  

 

Conclusion  

This paper started by briefly commenting on the dialect, Ngwa, its speakers and 

its linguistic classification. A conceptual review of some concepts  used in the 

paper was made. verb, noun, collocation and selectional  to enable  give a better 

background, focus and direction of the paper. In the cluster of the two verbs: 

dowa ‘keep’ and kpo ‘call’  observed in this paper, it was noted that a 

deviant in the selectional specifications of the NP immediately after the verb 

resulted in the production of semantically anomalous and questionable 

structures. In the paper  it was observed that the verb dowa ‘keep’, can only 

literally accommodate a concrete NP in its predicate, while kpo ‘call’, can 

accept animate concrete objects and inanimate abstract objects in its predicate.  

In the paper it was observed that, the context and background of speech 

participants  helped in the interpretation  of semantically anomalous structures 

that are irregular in the grammar of the dialect.  This is because pragmatics 

allows the interpretation of odd structures which grammar could not handle. 

Thus, context, background and intent of speech participants aided in giving 

figurative meanings to structures that were thrown out by grammar due to ill-

selections of the NP immediately following the verb.  This means that 

semantically unacceptable structures can be accommodated and interpreted in 

pragmatics as instances of metaphorical use of language. This work therefore 

encourages the adoption of a dual approach: semantics and pragmatics in the 
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assignment of meaning to sentences as information supplied by both make for 

effective communication in human language. We therefore, conclude that 

meaning is not absolute in semantics, neither is it in pragmatics, but that both 

complement each other.  

Finally this paper in itself is not conclusive as to what verb-noun selectional 

restriction in the Ngwa dialect of Igbo is. The work is expected to stimulate 

more interest in the study of this aspect of the dialect among linguists and other 

interested persons in the study of language who may want to adopt this approach 

in the study of this linguistic phenomenon in their own language.  
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